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! To contribute to the remote sensing community's understanding of spectral domains .

Motivation



! To contribute to the remote sensing community's understanding of spectral domains .

" To make it easier to test RTmodels when studying forest canopies .

# To make it easier to link spectral features and physiological plant traits.

Motivation

Highly relevant for the the early detection of biotic forest disturbances (e .g., insects
and pathogens)



Plant trait -based Forest Health Monitoring 
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An online RT reflectance simulator

Simulated canopy reflectance

Changes in chlorophyll content on real time

PROSPECT-PRO + fourSAIL

The RTsimulator isan online framework to model reflectance at canopy scales

- SCOPEinR package

- ToolsRTM package

- Shiny environment

- RT simulator based on:

(Web framework for developing 
web apps using R)



An online RT reflectance simulator

Simulated canopy reflectance

Changes in water content on real time

PROSPECT-PRO + INFOM

Effect of plant traits on the canopy reflectance at several spectral resolutions



SWIR for detecting forest disturbances
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Predicted Cw: An hybrid ML approach, Sentinel-2 and RT models

Camino et. al. (2023)



ToolsRTM package

Several functions

- Spatial mapping of plant traits.
- LUT generator.
- Inversion methods for plant trait retrievals.

Leaf models
- Liberty model for conifers canopies.
- PROSPECTmodel (D and PRO).
- FLUSPECTmodel (B and CX-B).

Canopy models
- INFORM model.
- fourSAIL model.
- fourSAIL2 model.

ToolsRTMisa package to simulate reflectance based on several RTmodels



ToolsRTM package

Inversion methods to retrieve plant traits implemented in the ToolsRTMpackage

hybrid ML methods: SVM, NNet, RF, Gradient boosting and Ensemble

hybrid ML methods: deep ML models (CNN and hidden layers)

Traditional methods based on a merit function  (e.g., RMSE)



ToolsRTM package

Spatial mapping of plant traits by coupling RTmodels and Sentinel -2

Integrating RT with Sentinel-2 for getting spatial maps based on the best correlated spectral indicator

LUT generator functions

- Generate random inputs for each RT model

- Normal or uniform distribution

- LUT + Sims adapted to specify sensors

- Correlation between traits

in !g/cm 2



SCOPEinR package

SCOPEinRisa package to simulate reflectance using the SCOPEmodel

SCOPE: Soil Canopy Observation, Photochemistry and Energy fluxes radiative transfer model

SCOPE

Van der Tol ! " #$. (2009; 2014)
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SCOPEinR package

Running the SCOPEmodel in R

Configure main options for SCOPE and get LUTs

e.g., estimate fluorescence ; vertical profiles, adding soil spectrum, É

Get the LUT with main inputs for simulations



SCOPEinR package

Running the SCOPEmodel in R

Run the SCOPE model

Save the main outputs and generate additional plots

Directional 
hemispherical 
reflectance 
in viewing direction



On -the -fly RT Simulations of canopy reflectance 

- ToolsRTM package

- Shiny package

Dependencies:

Main R packages:

- hsdar package



On -the -fly RT Simulations with the SCOPE model

- SCOPEinR package

- hsdar package

- Shiny package

Dependencies:

Main R packages:



On -the -fly RT Simulations with the SCOPE model

- SCOPEinR package

- hsdar package

- Shiny package

Dependencies:

Main R packages:

Future implementations

- Update RT models with the incoming versions.

- Inter-comparison module for RT models.

- Global sensitive analysis for each input (LUT).

- Improve the Web interface.

- Adding additional plots on demand.



LUT generator  for specific satellite sensor

- SCOPEinR package
- ToolsRTM package

- hsdar package

- Shiny package

Dependencies:

Main R packages:



LUT generator  for specific satellite sensor

Future implementations

- Additional distribution functions for selected inputs. 

- Selection of the range for each input.

- Correlation between plant traits.

- ML inversions for deriving plant traits.

- Traditional inversion methods.

- SCOPEinR package
- ToolsRTM package

- hsdar package

- Shiny package

Dependencies:

Main R packages:

- Incorporate the SCOPE model.



Monitoring forest disturbances with RT models

- SCOPEinR package

LU model

- ToolsRTM package

- rgee package

- Shiny package

Dependencies:

Main R packages:

Area affected by
Fomes fomentarius

A fungus outbreak 
was d etected in summer 2020

Stone Pine 

(Pinus pinea )

ICOS site (Healthy forest area)

Study case : In the surrounding forest areas of ICOS flux tower in San Rossore, Italy.



Monitoring forest disturbances with RT models

- SCOPEinR package

LU model

- ToolsRTM package

- rgee package

- Shiny package

Dependencies:

Main R packages:

Stone Pine 

(Pinus Pinea)

Study case : In the surrounding forest areas of ICOS flux tower in San Rossore, Italy.



Monitoring forest disturbances with RT models

- SCOPEinR package

LU model

- ToolsRTM package

- rgee package

- Shiny package

Dependencies:

Main R packages:

Stone Pine 

(Pinus Pinea)



Vcmax for forest disturbance monitoring 
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Monitoring forest disturbances with RT

- SCOPEinR package

LU model

- ToolsRTM package

- rgee package

- Shiny package

Dependencies:

Main R packages:

Stone Pine 

(Pinus Pinea)

Future implementations

- Intercomparison of time series. 

- Integrate pre-trained ML model.

- Selection of RT models and plant traits.

- A complex and dynamic interface.



Conclusions

! RTTools for monitoring the physiological traits of forests using biophysical models is
crucial to develop accurate methods for the early detection of pest epidemics .

" Integrating RT models and satellite imagery is needed to support forest health
monitoring activities in near -real -time .

# Our online RT Simulator supports the use of RT models to understand the spectral
response of plant traits changes related to forest disturbances .



Next steps

! Establish collaborations with model developers (YOU) and model users

" Publish the RTsimulator with the R packages by the end of the year .

# Add useful functionalities and additional RTmodels .



Thanks for your attention !

Contact: Carlos.Camino-Gonzalez@ec.europa.eu
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